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Abstract

Models for cardiac mechanics require an activation mechanism properly representing
the stress-strain relations in the contracting myocardium. In this paper, we propose a
new activation model which accounts for the transmural heterogeneities observed in
myocardial strain measurements. In order to take into account the anisotropy of the
active mechanics, our model is based on an active strain formulation. Thanks to its
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor, in this formulation
the active strains orthogonal to the fibers can be naturally described. We compare
the results of our novel orthotropic formulation against di�erent anisotropic models
of the active contraction of the cardiac muscle and, moreover, against experimental
data available in the literature. We show that the currently available models can rep-
resent only some global quantities, but the strain distributions are not in agreement
with the reported experimental measurements. Conversely, we show that our new
transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic activation model improves the accuracy of
shear strains related to in-plane rotations and torsion.

KEYWORDS:
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1 INTRODUCTION

From a mathematical perspective, the contraction of the heart
is a complex multiphysics and multiscale process1. An elec-
tric signal spreads through the muscle, initiating subcellular
chemical reactions and thus leading to cellular shortening. The
synchronous shortening of the cardiac cells generates muscle
contraction which results in the ejection of blood from the atria
to the ventricles and from the ventricles to pulmonary and sys-
temic circulations. Any dysfunction in this sequence of events
may lead to fatal consequences.1

Computational models can significantly help to increase the
understanding of the heart function and disfunction. As the

1In the United States of America only the lifetime risk of developing heart
failure is 20% for people over the age of 40, with a 50% rate of mortality within 5
years of diagnosis 2.

computing power increases, electro-mechanical and electro-
fluid-mechanical models of the heart have been developed
and numerically resolved3,4,5,6,7,8,1,9,10. Unfortunately, it is still
unclear what are the limitations and the real predictive capa-
bilities of such models. In fact, many models fail in capturing
the most obvious characteristics of the heart deformation. The
left ventricular apex-to-base shortening, due to the downward
motion of the aortic valve ring during systole, is the most
important feature of cardiac contraction, indeed allowing the
heart to work e�ciently. Such deformation is often missing
even in recent heart models11. In some instances, the models
may even lead toward the opposite behavior of what expected,
thus resulting in apex-to-base lengthening and unrealistic rota-
tions12. It is hence clear that the mathematical modeling of the
active contraction of the heart is particularly challenging. Since
the ventricular pressure-volume relations can be captured even
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in models where the ventricular wall motion is not accurately
represented, the validation of the mathematical formulation
requires a more in-depth comparison of the myocardial wall
strains with respect to experiments.

Since the computational cost of multiphysics computational
models is very large, new and enhanced mathematical descrip-
tions of the cardiac contraction can be achieved more easily by
isolating the dominating underlying phenomena with respect
to the outputs of interest. Hence, in this work suitable assump-
tions are made to decouple the mechanical deformation of the
ventricle from the fluid dynamics and from the electrophysi-
ology. The influence of blood flow is accounted for by means
of pressure boundary conditions, the electrical activation is
assumed to be uniform in space and the microscopic forces
generated by the subcellular crossbridge dynamics are replaced
with an explicit time-dependent function.

Typical models of passive mechanics are based on a hypere-
lastic description for the elastic behavior: the stress-strain rela-
tionship can be derived from the Helmholtz free energy char-
acterizing the system. The myocardium is typically considered
as an orthotropic material13 or as a transversely isotropic mate-
rial14. For the active contraction two di�erent approaches are
commonly used: the active stress15,14,16,17 approach and the
active strain approach18,19,20. The former is based on an addi-
tive decomposition of the stress tensor into passive and active
components, the latter instead on a multiplicative decomposi-
tion of the deformation gradient tensor. Actually, a formulation
where the stress is additively decomposed into passive and
active components can also be obtained by using a multiplica-
tive decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor21,22. In
this sense, an active stress formulation can be obtained using
an active strain approach. For historical reasons, we denote
as active stress formulations only those approaches where
the decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor is not
considered. Conversely, we denote as active strain formula-
tions the approaches where the multiplicative decomposition
of the deformation gradient tensor is applied to the whole
free energy. These approaches to model the active contraction
of the ventricular muscle can be derived from thermodynam-
ical principles20 by postulating a special form of the free
energy density function. In particular, it is assumed that the
free energy depends on the deformation gradient tensor and
on some internal variables describing the active state of the
muscle. In the active stress models, the active component of
the free energy is typically a function of a scalar internal vari-
able, usually representing the biochemical reactions that lead
to cellular contraction20. In the active strain models, the inter-
nal variable describing muscular contraction is the active part
of the deformation gradient tensor.

The amount of contraction in the left ventricle varies along
the transmural direction: on the endocardium, the inner surface

of the heart, the myocardium shortens in cross-fiber direc-
tion of about 25%, while on the epicardium, the outer surface
of the heart, this shortening is less than 5%23. Mathematical
models of the active myocardium usually neglect this trans-
mural variation. In this work, we propose a novel transmurally
heterogeneous orthotropic model based on an active strain for-
mulation. The use of the active strain formulation allows us to
easily describe the anisotropic behavior of cardiac contraction.
We compare the new model with experimental data and mea-
surements, a recent active stress formulation17 and other active
strain models19,24. In particular, in the comparison we con-
sider other anisotropic active models, such as the transversely
isotropic active strain model25,19 and the orthotropic activation
model20.

In our computational model, which employs spatial approx-
imation based on the finite element method26, the equilibrium
configuration of the system is described by the quasi-static for-
mulation of the momentum equation. The constraint of incom-
pressibility of the cardiac tissue is enforced using a penalty
method, postulating the existence of a volumetric energy with
a large bulk modulus27. To reduce volumetric locking in
the displacement-based formulation of the problem, we use
a high-order finite element discretization of the quasi-static
problem28. In particular, we employ quadratic basis functions
on simplex elements.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we intro-
duce the models of the passive mechanics of the left ventricle.
In particular, after recalling some notions of finite elasticity,
we describe our choice of the constitutive model; we also
describe the approach used to enforce the incompressibility
constraint. In Section 3, we introduce the active strain approach
and some of its variants. In Section 4, we derive the weak for-
mulation of the quasi-static elasticity problem and we describe
the finite element formulation and the Newton method used
to solve the nonlinear problem. In Section 5, we show the
numerical results. We analyze the influence of the boundary
conditions on the solution and we compare our results against
experimental measurements. By using this analysis, we select
suitable boundary conditions for the comparison of the di�er-
ent activation models described in Section 3. By comparing
again the numerical results with respect to experimental data at
systole, we analyze which models better describe the ventric-
ular contraction. We conclude in Section 6 by providing some
perspective on the work done.

2 PASSIVE CARDIAC MECHANICS

In this section, we formulate the passive mechanical problem.
We explain the assumptions at the basis of our formulation and
we describe the constitutive model.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 1 Idealized left ventricular geometry with boundaries �

0,D,�0,N ,�0,R highlighted in di�erent colors to distinguish
the three subsets of )⌦

0

on which we set the boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Natural and Robin, respectively).

2.1 Notion of Continuum Mechanics
For a deforming body of material, we denote with⌦

0

and⌦ the
initial and current configurations, respectively. In particular,
we take ⌦

0

and ⌦ to be two open sets in R3 with Lipschitz
boundaries. The deformation is characterized by the motion
�: ⌦

0

ô ⌦ such that x = �(x
0

), which maps the reference
coordinate x

0

À ⌦

0

to the current one x À ⌦. The vector u =

x*x
0

represents the displacement field and relates the position
of a particle in the reference configuration x

0

to its position
in the current configuration x. We denote the boundaries of
⌦

0

and ⌦ as �

0

= )⌦
0

and � = )⌦, respectively. We also
assume that � is a di�eomorphism from ⌦

0

to ⌦, such that
the deformation gradient tensor F = (x = I + (u and the
deformation Jacobian determinant J = det(F) > 0 are always
well defined. We denote with H = JF*T the cofactor of the
tensor F.

The equations of Lagrangian solid dynamics describe the
rate of change of position, density, and momentum of a mate-
rial body, and can be expressed in an inertial reference frame.
In the reference configuration, the equation of static equilib-
rium are expressed as

⇢J = ⇢
0

in ⌦

0

, (1a)
*(

0

� P = ⇢
0

b in ⌦

0

, (1b)

where ⇢
0

and ⇢ are the reference and current densities,
P
�
F
�
x
0

��
is the first Piola-Kirchho� stress tensor, (

0

� is the
divergence operator with respect to the reference coordinates
and b represents the external forces acting on the body. In the
theory of hyperelasticity, P is obtained from a strain energy
function W (C) as

P =

)W
)C

)C
)F

, C = FTF, (2)

where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. In the
following, we will assume b = 0, since the external forces are
negligible compared to the internal forces. Equation (1b) needs

to be supplied with appropriate boundary conditions, with this
aim, we split the boundary of the left ventricle into three sub-
sets �

0,D, �
0,N and �

0,R, such that )⌦
0

= �

0,D ‰ �

0,N ‰ �

0,R.
These are shown in Fig. 1 . �

0,D represents the left ventricular
basal plane, where we typically impose a Dirichlet condition
to anchor the ventricle in order to avoid rigid displacements
and rotations. Di�erent choices are possible, such as prevent-
ing any displacement and rotation in the whole basal plane or
preventing motion in the innermost region of the basal ring.
Our choice is to constrain only the motion along the direction
normal to the basal surface.

The surface region �

0,R indicates the epicardium, the out-
most external surface of the myocardium. Here, to represent
the interaction between the ventricle and the adherent tissues,
we set a Robin condition which introduces a linear relation
between displacement and stress:

PN
0

= *Au + � on �

0,R, (3)

where A is a second order tensor representing the sti�ness of
adherent tissues, � a stress vector and N

0

is the outward direc-
tion unit vector normal to the reference surface �

0

. Note that,
by setting both A and � to zero we obtain the usual stress free
condition. By taking � = 0 and A = ↵I, we look for a suit-
able value for the coe�cient ↵ in order to provide a physically
meaningful representation of the cardiac contraction. A posi-
tive value of ↵ introduces a sti�ness that prevents rigid body
translations and rotations.

Finally, the surface region �

0,N represents the endocardium,
the inner part of the myocardium where the muscle is in con-
tact with the blood flow inside the ventricular cavity. On this
subset of the boundary, we set a natural boundary condition
to describe the force that the blood exerts on the ventricular
wall. We assume that the ventricular pressure in the cavity pv
is uniformly distributed and that the stress is directed along the
normal of the deformed surface. Since the deformed configu-
ration is unknown, we resort to the Piola transformation, which
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is nonlinear, in order to reformulate the boundary condition in
the known reference configuration:

PN
0

= *pvHN
0

on �

0,N . (4)

In summary, the final problem in its strong formulation,
endowed with boundary conditions, reads:

*(

0

� P (u) = 0 in ⌦

0

(5a)
u � N

0

= 0 on �

0,D (5b)�
I * N

0

‰ N
0

�
PN

0

= 0 on �

0,D (5c)
PN

0

= *pvHN
0

on �

0,N (5d)
PN

0

= *↵u on �

0,R. (5e)

All equations depend on the time t > 0. Note that we omitted
(1a) in (5) because incompressibility will be weakly enforced
using a nearly incompressible formulation (see section 2.3). By
introducing the Hilbert space

V =

�
v À [H1

(⌦

0

)]

3

: v � N
0

= 0 on �

0,D
�
, (6)

the weak formulation of problem (5) reads: find u À V such
that

 
⌦

0

P(u) : (

0

vdV +  
�

0,N

pvJF*TN
0

� vdA+

 
�

0,R

↵u � vdA = 0 ≈v À V . (7)

The choice of the functional space is made compatibly with
the need to compute gradient of v and u and to preserve square
integrability in the sense of Lebesgue.

2.2 Constitutive law
We still need to characterize, in problem (7), the form of the
stress tensor. It is common to assume that the myocardial tissue
is a hyperlestic material14,29,13,30 for which the stress tensor can
be derived from a pseudo strain-energy function, that repre-
senting cardiac tissue needs to account for the microstructural
composition of the tissue, in which collagen sheets separate
bundles of cardiac cells31. We denote with f

0

and s
0

the ori-
entation of the cardiac fibers and collagen sheets respectively,
and we assume that these two fields are mutually orthogonal,
i.e. f

0

�s
0

= 0. We create a local orthonormal frame of reference
by introducing the cross-fiber field (normal to the collagen
sheets) n

0

= f
0

ù s
0

. The orthonormal frame defined by the
vectors (f

0

, s
0

,n
0

) is local as it follows the complex arrange-
ment of the cardiac cells throughout the tissue. The vectors f ,
s and n denote the deformed preferential directions Ff

0

, Fs
0

and Fn
0

, resepctively. With the above assumptions it is natu-
ral to consider the myocardial tissue as orthotropic, that is the
mechanical response of the tissue is di�erent along the three

mutually orthogonal direction (f
0

, s
0

,n
0

). In this paper, we con-
sider all these material properties by using the constitutive law
proposed by Holzapfel and Ogden13.

To guarantee frame indi�erence, the strain-energy func-
tion is defined as a function of the invariants of the right
Cauchy-Green strain tensor C = FTF. In particular, the
Holzapfel-Ogden constitutive law32 additively decomposes
the soft isotropic mechanical response of the extracellular
matrix and the sti� mechanical behavior of the fibers. By
introducing the isotropic invariants

I
1

(C) = trC, I
3

(C) = det C (8)

and the anisotropic invariants
I
4,f (C) = f

0

� Cf
0

, I
4,s (C) = s

0

� Cs
0

,

I
8,fs (C) = f

0

� Cs
0

,
(9)

this model is the sum of four independent terms
W(C) = W(I

1

,I
4,f,I4,s,I8,fs) = W

1

(I
1

)+

W
4,f (I4,f) +W

4,s(I4,s) +W
8,fs(I8,fs),

(10)

each component being of exponential-type,

W
1

(I
1

) =

a
2b

⇠
eb(I1

*3)

* 1

⇡
,

W
4,f (I4,f) =

af
2bf

⇠
ebf((I4,f*1)+)

2

* 1

⇡
,

W
4,s(I4,s) =

as

2bs

⇠
ebs((I4,s*1)+)

2

* 1

⇡
,

W
8,fs(I8,fs) =

afs

2bfs

⇠
ebfsI2

8,fs
* 1

⇡
.

(11)

The symbol (�)
+

indicates the positive part of the argument.

2.3 Nearly-incompressible formulation
Although the constitutive law (10) is written for an incom-
pressible material, in order to account for the e�ects of blood
perfusion in the tissue we allow for small local volume changes
adopting a nearly-incompressible formulation for the left ven-
tricular muscle. For that we introduce a multiplicative decom-
position of the deformation gradient tensor (33)

F =

ÑFFvol (12)

that is, the local deformation is the sequential application of a
purely volumetric deformation Fvol, followed by an isochoric
one ÑF. For an isotropic material, the multiplicative decomposi-
tion (12) implies an additive decomposition of the strain energy
into a volumetric and isochoric term. Anisotropic materials
require more caution. In fact, by applying (12) to the constitu-
tive law (10), the response of the tissue under a spherical state
of stress would be isotropic. Following34,35, we write (10) as

W(C) =Wiso(
ÑI
1

)+

Wa(I4,f,I4,s,I8,fs) +Wvol(I3

),
(13)
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where ÑI
1

is the isotropic invariant of ÑC :=

ÑFT ÑF = J*

2

3C. Wiso
defines the isotropic material behavior under isochoric motion,
while Wa contains the anisotropic response. The additional
term Wvol is the energy term characterizing volume changes
J =

˘I
3

. It penalizes volume variations by making a defor-
mation more energetically “expensive” when this is such that
J ë 1. Several expressions for Wvol are found in literature36:
generally, an optimal choice is to consider a penalty func-
tion bounded (from below), convex and whose slope is null in
J = 1. In this work, we use the following37:

Wvol(J ) =
K
4

(J 2

* 1 * 2 ln J ). (14)

Such volumetric energy is unbounded for J ô 0 or J ô +ÿ

preventing the body to collapse into a point and to indefinitely
dilate. The parameter K in (14) is called bulk modulus. The
bulk modulus is a penalization factor that allows to weakly
enforce incompressibility. The final form of the stress tensor
reads as follows

P = aeb( ÑI1

*3)J*

2

3

⇠
F *

1

3

F*T
⇡
+

K
2

�
J 2

* 1

�
F*T

+ 2af
�I

4,f * 1

�
+

ebf(I4,f*1)
2f ‰ f

0

+ 2as
�I

4,s * 1

�
+

ebs(I4,s*1)
2s‰ s

0

+ afsI8,fse
bfsI2

8,fs
�
f ‰ so + s‰ f

0

�
. (15)

3 ACTIVE CARDIAC MECHANICS: THE
ACTIVE STRAIN APPROACH

Following the active strain model18, we use a multiplicative
decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor:

F = FEFA,

into an elastic deformation FE and an active deformation FA.
The idea behind this formulation is that an inelastic process,
driven by a microscopic force generation mechanism led by
electrophysiology, locally and actively modifies the length and
the shape of the fibers; then, an elastic deformation accom-
modates such active strain distortion in order to preserve
the compatibility18. The physiological basis of this approach
resides in the contractile units of the myocytes: FA represents
the sarcomeres shortening due to the sliding filaments of the
actin–myosin molecular motor.

As explained in18, the strain energy (13) only accounts for
the elastic deformation; consequently, the Piola stress tensor is
computed as

PE =

)W
)CE

)CE

)FE
. (16)

By pulling back to the reference configuration by means of the
Piola transformation of FA, we have

P = det (FA )PEF*T
A . (17)

The expression of FA must be provided according to a suitable
constitutive law. Several descriptions of the active deformation
FA can be found in literature19,25,20. In particular, we compare
the transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic activation model
with the transversely isotropic and the orthotropic activation
models.

3.1 Transversely isotropic activation
Since fibers contract along their axis, to enable fiber shortening
and preserve microscopic volume changes, a transversely iso-
tropic activation model can be considered. In fact, myocytes
do not significantly change their volume during contraction38.
Therefore, a deformation along the fiber axis implies an iso-
tropic deformation in the transverse plane to the fiber such that
their volume is preserved. The active deformation gradient is
assumed to take the form24,25

FA = �
1

f
0

‰ f
0

+ �
2

(I * f
0

‰ f
0

), (18)

where the contraction �
1

occurs along fibers direction f
0

, while
�
2

accounts for the deformation in the transverse directions. We
assume in the following that det (FA ) = 1, that is, the active
deformations preserve volume of the myocyte. Specifically
for the transversely isotropic activation model, this condition
condition reads

1 = det (FA ) =

�
FAf0 ù FAs0

�
� FAn0�

f
0

ù s
0

�
� n

0

=

�
�
1

f
0

ù �
2

s
0

�
� �

2

n
0

n
0

� n
0

= �
1

�
2

n
0

� �
2

n
0

= �
1

�2
2

,

(19)

so that we can write �
2

in terms of �
1

explicitly

�
2

=

1˘
�
1

. (20)

By taking �
1

= � the final form of the active deformation
gradient reads

FA = �f
0

‰ f
0

+

1˘
�
(I * f

0

‰ f
0

). (21)

3.2 Orthotropic activation
In order to capture the physiological systolic wall thickening
an alternative orthotropic model has been proposed in20. The
authors use a multiscale argument to link the micro scale defor-
mation occurring at the subcellular level with the macro scale
deformation at the organ level. In particular, by assuming that
the collagen fiber play an active role during contraction, by
constraining the motion of the myocytes, the authors proposed
an orthotropic activation model. In particular, the active defor-
mation at micro scale is isochoric and it is described by means
of the same transversely isotropic model described in Section
3.1. The active orthotropy originates from the inextensibility
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of collagen fibers that wrap around the cardiac cells: contract-
ing fibers enlarge in the directions orthogonal to their axis and
this enlargement forces the fibers to rearrange inside the colla-
gen sheet, thus increasing the myocardial wall thickness. With
this model, the myocardium can easily thicken up to 40% dur-
ing contraction39, and such thickening is assumed to be carried
out in virtue of mutual sliding of collagen sheets. Moreover, the
orthotropic model introduces an additional parameter that one
can exploit to better describe the muscle thickening occurring
during contraction.

The micro scale active deformation is assumed to be in the
form

FM = I + ⇠f f0 ‰ f
0

+ ⇠ss0 ‰ s
0

+ ⇠nn0 ‰ n
0

,
det FM = (1 + ⇠f )(1 + ⇠s)(1 + ⇠n) = 1,

(22)

where ⇠f , ⇠s and ⇠n are the microscopic deformations of fiber,
sheet and normal respectively. The transverse isotropy requires
that ⇠s = ⇠n and the further assumption of isochoric deforma-
tion leads to ⇠n = (1+ ⇠f )

*

1

2

*1. By introducing an intermedi-
ate scale deformation where the cellular rearrangement takes
place,

FS = I + ⇣ss0 ‰ s
0

+ ⇣nn0 ‰ n
0

, (23)
the macroscopic deformation tensor reads

FA = FSFM = I + �ff0 ‰ f
0

+ �ss0 ‰ s
0

+ �nn0 ‰ n
0

, (24)

where �j = ⇠j + ⇣j + ⇣j⇠j , for j = f , s, n represent defor-
mations at the macro-scale along fibers, sheets and cross-fiber
directions. By using multiscale arguments, the authors in20

relate the macroscopic deformations �f, �s and �n with the
microscopic shortening of a single cell ⇠f such that

�f
�
⇠f
�
= ⇠f, (25a)

�n
�
⇠f
�
= k⇠f, (25b)

�s
�
⇠f
�
=

1

(1 + �f)(1 + �n)
* 1, (25c)

where k is an orthotropic activation parameter which accounts
for the collagen sheets rearrangement. The parameter k above
can be used to fit experimental data. As in20, we set the param-
eter k = 4. For more details on the derivation of the model, we
refer the interested reader to the original paper20.

3.3 Transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic
activation
Although the orthotropic model (Section 3.2) can easily cap-
ture the systolic wall thickening, the model fails to reproduce
the heterogeneity of the deformation in the myocardium20. For
this reason, starting from this orthotropic activation model, we
develop a transmurally heterogeneous activation model. We
assume that the sheet sliding is influenced by the tissue shear-
ing induced by the torque exerted by the fibers. Due to the
di�erent orientations and lever arms of fibers at endocardium

and epicardium, we assume that the larger lever arm at epi-
cardium yields a larger deformation in the inner layers of the
myocardium, thus causing a fibers rearrangement and result-
ing in increased wall thickness at endocardium. We model this
myocardial behavior by considering a transmurally modulated
orthotropic parameter k (�), where � is the normalized trans-
mural distance, such that � = 0 at the endocardium while � = 1

at the epicardium. The transmural distance � is obtained using
the Poisson interpolation, similarly to what presented in40,20 to
prescribe fibers field. This parameter is used to locally adapt
the rearranging mechanism from endocardium, where the rear-
rangement occurs, to epicardium where the rearrangement is
assumed to be negligible. In this way, we can extend the model
(25) as follows

�f
�
⇠f
�
= ⇠f, (26a)

�n
�
�, ⇠f

�
= k (1 * �) ⇠f + �⇠n, (26b)

= k (1 * �) ⇠f + �
⇠
(1 * ⇠f )

*

1

2

* 1

⇡
,

�s
�
�, ⇠f

�
=

1

(1 + ⇠f)(1 + �n
�
�, ⇠f

�
)

* 1. (26c)

Remark 1. At the endocardium (� = 0), we have

�f
�
⇠f
�
= ⇠f, (27a)

�n
�
�, ⇠f

�
= k⇠f, (27b)

�s
�
�, ⇠f

�
=

1

(1 + ⇠f)(1 + k⇠f)
* 1, (27c)

coherently with (25).

4 NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION

4.1 Spatial discretization
The computational domain ⌦

0

we use in our test is based on
an idealized geometry for the ventricle described by half of a
prolate ellipse16. The mesh is built from this geometry using
linear tetrahedra and the meshing process has been carried out
using Gmsh41. The meshing procedure introduces a partition-
ing Th of the domain ⌦

0

of non-overlapping elements such that
⌦

0,h = ‰KÀThK .
We choose the subspace Vh of V to be the finite element

space of basis functions globally continuous and defined by
Lagrange polynomials on each mesh element, i.e:

Vh =

�
vh À

⌧
C0

⇠
⌦

0,h

⇡�
3

:

�
vh
�
i K À Pr ≈i = 1, 2, 3,

≈K À Th, vh � N0

= 0 on �

0,D
�
. (28)

Since in this work we are interested in an accurate represen-
tation of the strains, which are related to the gradient of our
solution, we use second order polynomials, that is r = 2.
A generic function vh of Vh can be expressed as a linear
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combination of basis functions of (28)

vh(⇠) =
M…
i=1

vi�i
(⇠), (29)

where ⇠ À ⌦

0

, M is the total number of degrees of free-
dom introduced by the spatial discretization and �i is the ith
Lagrangian basis function. In this context the displacement and
the deformation gradient can be defined as

uh =

M…
j=1

uj�j
(⇠), (30)

Fh (⇠) = I +
M…
j=1

uj(0

�j
(⇠), (31)

respectively. Then, we define Jh = det (Fh ) and Hh =

JhF *T
h . By introducing Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules over

domain and boundaries, whose weights are w(⇠q) and wBD(⇠q)
respectively and by plugging (30) and (31) into (7), we derive
the corresponding algebraic formulation for the elastostatic
problem. By setting

Li(uh) =
NQpt…
q=1

w(⇠q)
⌅
P
�
Fh

�
⇠q
��

: (

0

�i
(⇠q)

⇧
, (32)

BN
i (uh) =

NBDQpt…
q=1

wBD(⇠q)
L
pvHh

�
⇠q
�
N

0

� �i
(⇠q)

M
, (33)

BR
i (uh) =

NBDQpt…
q=1

wBD(⇠q)
⌅
↵uh � �i

(⇠q)
⇧
, (34)

the sum of (32), (33) and (34) yields the algebraic nonlinear
system

L(uh) = L(uh) + BN
(uh) + BR

(uh) = 0. (35)

4.2 Solution of the nonlinear problem
We solve the nonlinear problem (35) by the Newton-Raphson
method42,43. The method exploits information from the Jaco-
bian J ofL(u) to achieve the solution of the nonlinear problem:

Jij(uh)�uj = lim

"ô0

Li(uh + "�uj) * Li(uh)
"

=

NQpt…
q=1

wq(0

�i
q :

)P
)F

�
Fh

�
⇠q
�� ⌧

�uj(0

�j
q

�

+

NBDQpt…
q=1

wBD,q�i
q �

L
↵�uj�j

q

+ pv
⌧ ⇠

F*T
h

�
⇠q
�
: �uj(0

�j
q

⇡
I

* F*T
h

�
⇠q
� ⇠

�uj(0

�j
q

⇡T �
Hh

�
⇠q
�
N

0

M
, (36)

where we denote with �uj = �uk�k,j , wq = w(⇠q), wBD,q =

wBD(⇠q) and �j
q = �j

(⇠q). The fourth order tensor )P_)F

depends only on the constitutive assumptions of the material
and it is computed from the strain energy density function as

)P
)F

=

)2W
)F)F

. (37)

Given an initial guess u0h, the solution of (35) is achieved as
the limit (should it exist) of the sequence {unh}, such that

J(unh)�u
n+1

= *L(unh) (38)
un+1h = unh * �un+1. (39)

The stopping tolerance of the Newton method is set 10*7 over
the ÿ-norm of the residual L(unh).
Remark 2. Taking advantage of the flat surface at left ventricle
base as seen in Fig. 1 a, with normal vectors aligned along
one of the cartesian axes, the Dirichlet boundary condition is
enforced algebraically by manipulating the rows of the matrix:

JjDj = �jD ,j for j = 1, ..,M , (40)
LjD = � ÑunjD�n,0, (41)

being jD the index identifying a Dirichlet node and � ÑujD the
value of the boundary condition.

Remark 3. The non-symmetric linear system (36) is resolved
using GMRES with an algebraic additive Schwarz precondi-
tioner with local exact LU decompositions44.

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

We use a prolate ellipsoidal geometry fitted from the one used
in16 by setting the same focal length of 2.91 cm, cavity vol-
ume of 37 mL and a wall volume of 125 mL. The geometry is
described by the prolate ellipsoidal coordinates

x = d sinh(⇠) sin(✓) cos(�), (42)
y = d sinh(⇠) sin(✓) sin(�), (43)
z = d cosh(⇠) cos(✓), (44)

where d is the focal length, ⇠ À [0.6, 1.02], � À [0, 2⇡]
and ✓ À [✓

0

(⇠),⇡], with ✓
0

(⇠) such that the base is located at
z = 1.19 cm. Three meshes have been generated using mesh
size of 1.0 cm, 0.7 cm and 0.5 cm, respectively. An example
is shown in Fig. 2 . Since we compare strains resulting from
our simulation with those reported in16, we need to modify
the constitutive parameters of our model in order to match
those in16. To adapt our active strain implementation of the
Holzapfel-Ogden constitutive law, we applied a least-square
fitting strategy to match parameters from Guccione law16 using
an approach similar to45. The result of the fitting is presented
in Table 1 .

The fiber and cross-fibers directions f
0

and n
0

are taken in
an orthonormal system. We assume the collagen sheets to have
a radial distribution. The fiber direction changes transmurally
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 2 View of the mesh used for the strains analysis (a); the mesh comprises 668 vertices and 2380 tetrahedra. Transmu-
rally symmetric distribution of the fibers (b); these are oriented with an helix angle ranging from -60˝ at epicardium to +60˝ to
endocardium. Orthogonal triplets corresponding to the longitudinal (blue), radial (red), circumferential (green) directions (c);
(c) shows also collagen sheets orientation since these are oriented along the radial direction.

and linearly from *60

˝ at epicardium to +60

˝ at endocardium,
while the cross-fiber direction goes from +30

˝ at epicardium
to *30

˝ at endocardium. In our analysis we consider the dis-
tribution of strains and shear strains both in space and time.
In particular, by denoting with c, l, r the circumferential, the
longitudinal and the radial directions respectively, as shown in
Fig. 2 c, we define the following strains

Ecc = Ec � c, Ell = El � l, Err = Er � r,

Ecl = Ec � l, Ecr = Ec � r, Elr = El � r,

where E =

1

2

(C* I) is the Green–Lagrange finite strain tensor.
The above strains will be evaluated to compare our results with
those in literature.

5.1 Convergence test under h-refinement
We solve the problem with three isotropic meshes with mesh
size h=1.0, 0.7, and 0.5 cm. We set the boundary conditions
as in (5), with ↵ = 3.75 mmHg/cm in (5e). We model the acti-
vation with the transmurally varying orthotropic model, with
k=4. Each simulation consists of an entire cardiac cycle, which
is divided in two main phases: diastole and systole. Each phase
can be further split into a stage of null intraventricular flow rate
(isochoric relaxation for diastole and isochoric contraction for
systole) and a stage characterized by blood circulation (filling
during diastole and ejection during systole). In this context,
“isochoric” means that the deformation preserves the intraven-
tricular volume. The four phases are governed by a relation
between the cavity volume and the cavity pressure that can be
represented in a pressure-volume loop diagram. In this test,
the cycle starts with a preload ramp which inflates the ven-
tricular cavity. This is achieved by setting increasing uniform
pressure values on the endocardial surface until reaching the
value pmvc , the pressure at which the mitral valve closes. A sys-
tem of idealized 0D valves is used to control the circulation
of blood and prevents reverse flow due to pressure di�erences.

The mitral valve allows flow entering the left ventricle when-
ever the ventricular preload (pmvc) is larger than the cavity
pressure. Once the preload pressure is reached, the idealized
mitral valve closes. At this stage, we initiate fibers activation
by setting a uniform value for �f throughout the computational
domain. The fibers start to contract determining the onset of
the isochoric systolic phase. The evolution in time of the active
strain is prescribed using the relation

�f (t) = �f,min sin
2

0
⇡

t * t
0

tF * t
0

1
, (45)

where t
0

and tF are the initial and final times of the simulation
and �f ,min is the minimum value of the active strain (the largest
in modulus). In this test, we set �f,min = *0.13. The evolution
of the active strain �f is shown in Fig. 3 b.

During the isochoric phase, the ventricular pressure is
unknown. Therefore, we look for a pressure value that keeps
the cavity volume constant. With this aim, we use the fixed
point iterative algorithm:

h
n
l
nj

Cn
v = V n

v _p
n
v,

pn+1v = pnv +
�V n

v

Cn
v
,

(46)

where n is the iteration number, pnv is the cavity pressure and
�V n

= V n
*

ÑV is the variation of the cavity volume. ÑV is equal
to the end diastolic cavity volume during isochoric contraction
and equal to end ejection cavity volume during isochoric relax-
ation. When the cavity pressure reaches the aortic pressure
(initialized at pAV O) at time tBE , we set a dynamic afterload by
coupling the cavity pressure with a two-element Windkessel
model46.

Cwk
dpv
dt

= Qv * pv_Rwk, t À [tBE , tEE], (47)

where tBE , tEE are time of begin ejection and time of end ejec-
tion respectively, pv equals the aortic pressure as long as the
aortic valve is open, pv(tBE) is the pressure value at which the
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a [kPa] b af [kPa] bf as [kPa] bs afs [kPa] bfs
0.20000 4.6140 4.1907 7.8565 2.5640 10.446 0.13040 15.255

TABLE 1 Parameters obtained from the least-square fitting of the Cauchy stress tensor.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3 Simulations of a cardiac cycle using di�erent mesh sizes h=1.00, 0.75 and 0.50 cm. In (a) we represent the pressure-
volume diagrams obtained with the three meshes. In (b) we depict the evolution of the active strain activation �f vs. time.

valve opens and Qv is the outward flow rate from the ventri-
cle. This phase continues until a positive value of Qv persists.
As fibers start to relax, the flow rate becomes negative and the
aortic valve closes, preventing the reversed flow and initiating
the diastolic isochoric phase. Once again the same isochoric
process described before occurs, which is caused by the cav-
ity pressure dropping below aortic one. The cavity volume
does not change until a final pressure (pmvo) is achieved and
the mitral valve opens, thus letting the blood to fill again the
chamber. The simulation ends when fibers stop relaxing. The
overall process can be observed in Fig. 6 b. Values used for
this simulation are shown in Tab. 2 . The overall procedure is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

The results of the mesh convergence test under h-refine-
ment are shown in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 . Fig. 3 a shows
the pressure–volume diagrams. We obtained three pressure–
volume loops which mainly di�er for the end diastolic volume.
From the coarsest mesh (black dashed line) to the finest one
(dotted blue line) the maximum di�erence in terms of strain
throughout the cardiac cycle decreases and we obtain that part
of the intermediate mesh loop (solid red line) is superimposed
on the blue line. Fig. 4 a-Fig. 4 f report the relation between
strains and shear strains, averaged in the equatorial area of
the ventricle, and the activation parameters �f (in modulus),
representing the active fiber shortening. This representation
helps the interpretation of the results for its similarity with
the pressure–volume diagram in Fig. 3 a since the positive
correlation between �f and the cavity pressure and the cor-
relation between cavity volume and strains. The cardiac cycle

starts with �f = 0, then a horizontal segment determines the
sign of the correlation between strains and �f: positive for
anti-clockwise loops Fig. 4 a-4 b-4 d-4 f and negative for
clockwise loops Fig. 4 c and 4 e, as indicated by the red arrow.
The strains, except for Fig. 4 d, present a four angles shape.
Each angle represent a change in the cardiac phase. Starting
from zero, the unloaded configuration, the initial horizontal
segment corresponds to the passive inflation. Then, the ascend-
ing curve represents the systolic phase made of isovolumic
contraction and ejection, the descending part shows the dias-
tolic phase made of isovolumic relaxation and filling. From
Figs. 4 a-4 c we see that the loops related to axial strains
vary the most with the choice of the mesh. We deduce that the
axial strains are more significantly a�ected by the discretiza-
tion error than shear strains, in particular the circumferential
strain which varies of the 25% from the coarse to the finest
mesh at both end diastolic and end systolic stages. The ventri-
cle’s average radius and length increase when inflated and the
wall thickness decreases (as deduced from Fig. 4 a, Fig. 4 b
and Fig. 4 c). These quantities remain approximately con-
stant during both isovolumic phases. During the ejection phase
the ventricular radius and its length both decrease, while the
wall thickness increases to preserve the wall volume. Finally,
during the relaxation phase, the ventricle returns to the ini-
tial unloaded configuration. The shear strains are depicted in
Figs. 4 d-4 f. Fig. 4 d shows the circumferential-longitudinal
shear strain, the one related with ventricular torsion. Ecl
describes the longitudinal gradient of planar rotation. With
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 4 Simulations of a cardiac cycle using di�erent mesh sizes h=1.00, 0.75 and 0.50 cm. �f vs. average equatorial strains
(top) and shear strains (bottom).

pmvc pavo pmvo Rwk Cwk
1 kPa 10 kPa 0.25 kPa 80000 kPa ms/ml 0.00165 ml/kPa

TABLE 2 Parameters used in simulations to regulate the cardiac cycle.

respect of the coordinate system shown in (Fig. 2 c), a pos-
itive circumferential-longitudinal shear strain Ecl means that
the rotation of the upper side of the ventricle is larger than the
lower part, where positive rotation are counter-clockwise with
respect of the apex to base axis. The circumferential-radial
shear strain Ecr describes the radial gradient of planar rotation.
Fig. 4 e shows that this rotation gradient is always negative
apart from a short lapse of time between the final stage of ejec-
tion and isochoric relaxation when it becomes positive. The
interpretation is the following: when Ecr is positive means that
the rotation angle at epicardium is larger than the one at endo-
cardium; when it is negative, the rotation angle is larger at
endocardium. This can be appreciated also in Fig. 5 e, where
the endocardium rotates clockwise along the apex-to-base axis
while the epicardium rotates counter-clockwise. Conversely,
the longitudinal-radial shear strain Elr is positive for almost
the whole cardiac cycle apart between the last stage of the
ejection and the initial stage of isovolumic relaxation when it
becomes slightly negative. The interpretation of this shear is
less straightforward. A positive value of this shear means that
the angle between the deformed longitudinal direction and the

deformed radial direction is an acute angle, thus inducing a
tapered shape to the ventricle. A negative value of this shear
strain means that the ventricle tends to assume a spherical
shape.

From the plots in Fig. 4 , we observe that the axial strains
are those more a�ected by the choice of the mesh. However,
the intermediate mesh, with h =0.7 cm, yields accurate results
and limits the computational cost. Therefore, hereafter, we use
the mesh with mesh size h=0.7 cm as it already provides an
accurate description of the strains.

5.2 Calibration of epicardial Robin coe�cient
↵ during passive inflation
As stated in Section 2, we set Robin boundary conditions at the
epicardium (see (5e)). The parameter ↵ in the Robin condition
is not know a priori. In order to choose it, we perform a passive
inflation test of the left ventricle and we compare the strains
obtained numerically against the experimental measurements
in47. We finally select the value of ↵ that better matches the
experiments.
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We perform several numerical simulations using the same
preload pressure pmvc of 1 kPa for di�erent values of the
Robin coe�cient ↵ ranging from 75 mmHg/cm (sti�er) to 0.75
mmHg/cm (softer). In Fig. 5 we show the three axial strains
and the three shear strains: circumferential (Ecc), longitudinal
(Ell), radial (Err), circumferential-longitudinal (Ecl), circum-
ferential-radial
(Ecr) and longitudinal-radial (Elr). We also show the exper-
imental strain measurements from47 depicted with bars indi-
cating their standard deviation. The computationally evaluated
strain are taken at equatorial height of the ventricle in agree-
ment with the reference data.

As it can be seen in Figs. 5 a, 5 b, 5 c, the axial strains
are in very good qualitative and quantitative agreement with
the measurements when a small value of ↵ is set. In partic-
ular, circumferential and radial strains converge within the
experimental range by lowering the sti�ness of the surround-
ing material, thus indicating that the myocardium itself is able
to absorb the elastic energy by counter-balancing the cavity
pressure with its sti�ness. Conversely, the longitudinal strain
(Ell), which during diastole describes the elongation of the
ventricle, does not match within experimental range by low-
ering ↵. By considering that both Ell and the intraventricular
volume agree with experimental data, a possible explanation
of this outcome is that the elastic energy related to longitudi-
nal strains is not completely absorbed by the myocardium but
is partially absorbed by the deformation of the surrounding
tissue. In particular, the pericardium has an important role in
this mechanism as experimentally noted also in48, where the
authors evidenced how the pericardium enforces the sti�ness
of the myocardium during diastole.

Regarding shear strains, a qualitative agreement is obtained
for circumferential-longitudinal (Ecl) shear for every value ↵
considered. For circumferential-radial (Ecr) and longitudinal-
radial (Elr) shears the match is unsatisfactory for every choice
of the parameter ↵. Shear strains do not appear to be a�ected
by Robin boundary condition at epicardium, but rather by
constitutive assumptions. For this reason, in this test we do
not take these data into account to calibrate the Robin coef-
ficient. Following this analysis, we set ↵ = 7.5 mmHg/cm
in numerical simulations considering the qualitatively good a-
greement with experimental data in terms of axial strains and
the physiological filling volume obtained in agreement with47.

5.3 Comparison of active contraction models
We compare the cardiac cycles for the three activation mod-
els described in Sec. 3. The cardiac cycle simulation has been
discussed in Sec. 5.1 and it is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Additionally, the Robin coe�cient in Eq. (5) is set to ↵ = 7.5

Algorithm 1 Algorithm sketching the di�erent phases within
the cardiac cycle. The input data for a simulation consist in
the pacing time of the ventricle (ted), the activation profile
in time (�f(t)), the constitutive parameters of the circulation
model (Cwk and Rwk, compliance of the artery and resistance
of the peripheral circulation) and the pressures at which valves
operate (pmvc , mitral valve closing pressure, pavo aortic valve
opening pressure and pmvo mitral valve opening pressure).
The algorithm starts with a ramp that brings the ventricular
pressure to pmvo, then fibers shortening takes place and the
mechanics is iteratively solved to preserve cavity volume Ved
(46). When cavity pressure, pv, exceeds pavo, subsequent res-
olutions of the mechanics and the circulation model occurs to
couple the blood flows, following (47). Just as the outgoing
flow Qv vanishes, the end systolic cavity volume is preserved
by solving the mechanics using (46) once again, this time while
fibers are relaxing. When pv drops below pmvo the pressure is
kept equal to the preload pressure and the ventricle fill up again
due to fibers relaxation.
Require: ted , �f(t), Cwk, Rwk, pmvc , pavo, pmvo

1: if 0 f t f ted then . Filling
2: p(t) = (t_ted) pmvc
3: �x,Ved }solve mechanics
4: else
5: if p(t) f pavo then . Isochoric Contraction
6: �f = �f(t)
7: while �V  > tol do
8: pkv(t) = pk*1v (t) * V k*1

v *Ved

Ck*1
v

9: �xk,V k
v ,C

k
v } solve mechanics

10: end while
11: else . Ejection
12: �f = �f(t)
13: while Qv(t) > 0 & Qv *Qc *Qr > tol do

14: pkv(t) =
(Qk*1

v (t)+Cwk
pk*1v
dt

)

(

Cwk
dt

+

1

Rwk
)

15: �xk,Qk
v = *

dV k
v

dt
} solve mechanics

16: end while
17: Vee = Vk
18: if pv(t) > pmvo then . Isochoric Relaxation
19: �f = �f(t)
20: while �V  > tol do
21: pkv(t) = pk*1v (t) + V k*1

v *Vee

Ck*1
v

22: �xk,V k
v ,C

k
v } solve mechanics

23: end while
24: Ñpv = pkv(t)
25: else . Relaxation
26: while �f < 0 do
27: �f = �f(t)
28: pv(t) = Ñpv
29: �x(t) } solve mechanics
30: end while
31: end if
32: end if
33: end if
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 5 Comparison of the end-diastolic strains using di�erent Robin coe�cients for the epicardial boundary condition.
Top row: axial strains (from left to right Ecc , Ell and Err). Bottom row: shear strains (from left to right Ecl, Ecr and Elr).
Strains, both experimental and numerical, are measured through the myocardium at equatorial height. Strains are represented
over wall thickness expressed in percentage. Experimental data are reported with error bars indicating standard deviations. The
endocardial pressure was set to 1 kPa (7.5 mmHg) according to experiment in47.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 6 (a) Time evolution of the active strain �f; (b) pressure-volume diagrams; (c) left ventricular cavity pressure and
6 d) left ventricular cavity volume throughout the cardiac cycle.

mmHg/cm. This choice, which we discussed in Sec. 5.2, allows
us to better match the diastolic strains.

The evolution of the activation �f is prescribed using
Eq. (45). The maximum active shortening (�f ,min) is tuned in
each model in order to obtain a similar ventricular ejection
fraction. In this way, we compare the models under simi-
lar hemodynamics conditions. The �f function is reported in
Fig. 6 a for the three activation models. Here we observe
that, while for models that incorporate multiscale e�ects the
maximum active shortening lays inside a physiological range

between -0.1 and -0.15, for the transversely isotropic acti-
vated material �f lays outside this range. In particular, we set
�f ,min = *0.28 for the transversely isotropic activation model
and �f ,min = *0.105 for the orthotropic model and for the het-
erogenous orthotropic model, using an orthotropic activation
parameter k = 4 and k = 5.5 respectively.

Fig. 6 b shows a comparison of the pressure-volume loops
obtained with the three activation models under consideration.
The three curves are close enough to enable comparisons of
the strains at final systolic stage. Figs. 6 c and 6 d suggest that
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 7 3D deformation of the three activation models at pv=14 kPa over the end diastolic configuration.

the transversely isotropic model has a slightly di�erent pres-
sure development, most probably due to the larger increments
in the fibers shortening which determine a di�erent timing in
the opening/closing of valves. Despite this small delay, the
pressure-volume loop in Fig. 6 b shows that the end-systolic
comparison at 14 kPa can be made at almost same ejection
fraction (about 60%).

Fig. 7 shows the deformed configuration in which we com-
puted strains (shown in Fig. 8 ) at pv = 14 kPa of cavity
pressure. The top row shows the side view of a section of the
idealized ventricle. The bottom row shows the deformed cav-
ities and the basal planes. We show the transversely isotropic
model, the orthotropic model and the transmurally heteroge-
neous orthotropic model from left to right. The side view
highlights the di�erent behaviors of the two orthotropic mod-
els: they both exhibit a similar shortening and wall thickening,
while the transversely isotropic model has a smaller ven-
tricular shortening and a more elongated shape. The basal
view highlights that the three models have di�erent behaviors
in terms of rotation (in-plane rotation) and torsion (rotation
gradient: o�set between basal and apical rotations). The trans-
versely isotropic model and the transmurally heterogeneous

orthotropic models have coherent torsion but an opposite in-
plane rotation, suggesting that the two models should have
similar values for the circumferential-longitudinal shear strains
Ecl but di�erent circumferential-radial shear strain Ecr (see
Figs. 8 d and 8 e). The orthotropic model exhibit both rotation
and torsion reversed with respect to the transversely isotropic
model. The comparison of shear strains with experimental data
confirms that the correct behavior is the one presented by the
transmurally orthotropic activation model (Fig. 7 f).

Starting from circumferential strains in Fig. 8 a, the two
orthotropic models yield results close to the experimental data
while the transversely isotropic activation has larger circum-
ferential shortenings. As depicted in Fig. 7 a, this results in an
excessive reduction of the cross-sectional area of the ventricu-
lar cavity. According to experimental data, this behavior seems
to be unphysiological. By observing Fig. 8 b, the transversely
isotropic activation provides longitudinal strains in qualitative
agreement with the experiments for the longitudinal strains. As
shown in Fig. 7 b, the shortening occurring in the orthotropic
activation model, is too large and resides outside experimental
data range. The transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic acti-
vation model provide longitudinal strain slightly outside the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 8 Comparison of the systolic strains at cavity pressure pv = 14 kPa. The strains are evaluated at equatorial height
and plotted vs. the normalized transmural length. The three lines with no markers represent results stemming the transversely
isotropic (��), orthotropic (–), and transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic (-) active strain model. The marked line shows results
using the active stress model of17, the error bars, instead, experimental measurements from47.

experimental data range and qualitatively close to the predicted
by the transversely isotropic activation model. Considering
radial strains Err, the three models well describe wall thick-
ening at endocardium. However, all of them fall o� from the
experimental range at epicardium, even though the transmu-
rally orthotropic activation model presents a slightly improved
prediction. By checking the circumferential-longitudinal shear
strain Ecl against the experimental data in Fig. 8 d, we deduce
which activation model is capable of correctly reproducing
the ventricular torsion. The orthotropic models fail to prop-
erly represent torsion since provides torsion in the opposite
direction. The transversely isotropic activation model instead,
despite predicts torsion close to the experimental range, it
shows a reversed transmural distribution (strains increasing
from endocardium to epicardium, instead of decreasing). This
is also confirmed by the circumferential-radial shear strains
– related closely to in-plane rotation – shown in Fig. 8 e,
where the transversely isotropic model has opposite sign with
respect to the experimental data. The transmurally heteroge-
neous orthotropic model proposed in this paper captures the
ventricular torsion correctly. Finally, Fig. 8 f shows that none
of the models herein analyzed is able to provide a good qual-
itative match of the longitudinal radial shear strains Elr. One

possible reason for this behavior is that longitudinal-radial
shear strains Elr are a�ected by the orientation of the fiber
field, which we maintained fixed for all the simulations.

Additionally, we compare our results with those obtained
for the left ventricular systolic strain using instead an active
stress formulation17. We represent the strains computed with
the active stress model with a dashed blue line and a trian-
gular marker in Fig. 8 . The active stress formulation has
a similar behavior in terms of circumferential strains where
both orthotropic models fit the experimental data within one
standard deviation. In the longitudinal and radial directions,
the strains are more accurate using the active stress formula-
tion of17. However, the active stress formulation is unable of
reproducing any of the shear strains. In particular, similarly
to what obtained using the transversely isotropic active strain
model, the circumferential-longitudinal strains Ecl increase
from endocardium to the epicardium. This behavior is opposite
to the one shown in the experimental data. The circumfer-
ential-radial shear strains are better captured but qualitatively
far from the experimental data. However, a small planar rota-
tion is evident in the correct direction. As for the active strain
model, also the active stress formulation is unable to predict
the longitudinal-radial shear strains.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 9 Systolic stresses at equatorial height with pv = 14 kPa. The six independent components of the Cauchy stress tensor
in material coordinates system (�ff , �ss, �nn, �fs, �sn, �fn) are plotted over a normalized transmural coordinate. The three lines
represent stresses for the transversely isotropic (��), orthotropic (–) and transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic (-) activation
models. The top line displays the axial stresses along fibers, sheets and normals. The bottom line displays the shear stresses.

Fig. 9 shows the stress state of the myocardium along
the three orthotropic directions, f , s, and n. Axial and shear
stresses have been evaluated at the equatorial region of the ven-
tricle at the end of systolic phase when pv reached 14 kPa.
We notice in Fig. 9 a, 9 b and 9 c, that the heterogeneous
orthotropic activation model yields a more uniform distribu-
tion of axial stresses, and therefore an overall lower stress
state. This complies with the tendency of biological tissues to
grow and remodel due to mechanical stimuli. A large varia-
tion in the stress distribution would lead to a growth in the
regions subjected to greater loads and to a decrease of mus-
cular tone in regions with smaller stresses. Since it is di�cult,
if not impossible, to measure the active stresses in the whole
living myocardium, a homogeneity argument for the stresses
can be used to interpret the results. Following this principle,
the transversely isotropic activation model shows the largest
transmural variation of the stresses, ranging from *35 to *15

kPa at the endocardium and from *10 to 0 kPa at the epi-
cardium. Shear stresses also exhibits a large variation ranging
from *10 to 7.5 kPa. Regarding the stresses, the orthotropic
model and the transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic model
have a similar behavior. The orthotropic model has slightly
larger axial stresses �ff , �ss, �nn and a less uniform dis-
tribution in ⌦

0

. The stress computed using the transmurally

heterogeneous orthotropic activation presented in this work are
generally more uniformly distributed.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a new model for the active descrip-
tion of the ventricular contraction accounting for transmural
heterogeneity. Transmural heterogeneities in the myocardial
strains have been revealed by experimental studies long ago49.
In fact, the shortening deformation, orthogonal to the local
fiber direction, has been shown to be larger than fiber short-
ening itself in the inner half of the ventricular wall. This
fact suggests that some sort of rearrangment of the myocytes
takes place during contraction50,49. Such rearrangement is at
the basis of the devolopment of the orthotropic active strain
formulation20. In fact, the hypothesis that ventricular wall
thickening is the result of increased fiber cross-sections due
to volume preserving fiber shortening contradicts local and
global strain measurements49. Additionally, the ejection frac-
tions that would be realized from such a mechanism would
be too small. On the contrary, the orthotropic active strain
formulation well captures the overall systolic wall thicken-
ing and the physiological ejection fraction: simple geometrical
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assumptions link the fiber shortening with collagen inextensi-
bility, thus resulting in an anisotropic multiscale description of
the ventricular contraction. Nonetheless, the orthotropic active
strain model as originally proposed in20 cannot reproduce the
transmural heterogeneities of systolic strains.

By numerically simulating the full cardiac cycle, we eval-
uated the wall strains and we compared the results with the
experimental data in49,47. We have shown through our numer-
ical results the limitation of the orthotropic model20 in captur-
ing the correct ventricular shortening and torsion. Similarly,
we have shown the limitations of the transversely isotropic
active strain model19 in capturing the circumferential strains
and in-plane rotations. Instead, our proposed active strain
model gives a better description of shear strains. In partic-
ular, it captures more accurately than the other models the
strains related to rotation and torsion (circumferential-radial
and circumferential-longitudinal) which are indicators of car-
diac performance and have been proven to be sensitive to the
presence of many pathologies (51,52,53,54,55,56), while maintain-
ing the ability to describe large wall thickening. For reference,
we have also reported the numerical results of a study that used
an active stress model17. The main limitation of the orthotropic
active strain models is in the description of the longitudi-
nal strain. In fact, the magnitude of this strain is larger than
the measured one, although the transmurally heterogeneous
orthotropic activation model improves the prediction of this
strain. Indeed, the transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic acti-
vation model improves the prediction of circumferential strains
and longitudinal strain of transversely isotropic and orthotropic
activation models respectively, while capturing correctly shear
strains related to in-plane rotation and ventricular torsion. The
behavior of the strains in the proposed transmurally heteroge-
nous orthotropic model is in qualitative agreement with the
experimental data.

We have also evaluated and compared the transmural stress
distributions for all active strain models under consideration.
Both orthotropic activation models provide axial stresses lower
than the transversely isotropic activation model and a more
uniform transmural distribution of the shear stresses. This
is due to the description of the complex micro-structure of
the myocardium introduced by the orthotropic model, where
the myocardial activation considers the interactions between
myocytes and collagen sheets.

The e�ect of surrounding organs and tissues was modeled
by means of a Robin boundary condition at epicardium. We
performed a sensitivity analysis for the coe�cient of the Robin
boundary conditions used on the epicardial surface and we
confirmed that,as previously reported48, the pericardium plays
an important role during diastole by enforcing myocardial sti�-
ness. We used such boundary condition also for the systolic

phase. Although we did not consider the influence of di�er-
ent boundary conditions on the systolic strains, we believe that
those may play a major role in determining the actual epicar-
dial strains. In general, the type of boundary conditions to use
in ventricular cardiac models still remains an open question.

In conclusion transmural variations of the active contraction
play a major role in determining systolic strains. The newly
proposed transmurally heterogeneous orthotropic activation
model describes more accurately than the other models ven-
tricular contraction. Specifically, the proposed model provides
more accurate strain distributions as shown by the validation
against experimental measurements.
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